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WHAT IS SACRED – WHAT IS VITAL

Winning proposal of the contest

In the context of Cop21 in Paris, the artist will perform an artistic action named “Lo vital”. A procession in tribute of the Apus, the sacred glacier mountains
which are the guardians of the water. Glaciers of the Andes face a big risk of
disappearing due to global warming. This action will happen in the manner of an
andean rite, in the company of a music band and beautiful flower arrangements.
It will take place within the social manifestations on November 29, in Paris., as
well as in the negotiations venue of COP21 and the civil spaces at Le Bourget.
Conceptually speaking, this work comes from both the religious traditions of
natives and christians. from the sacred gods, but it is as well a rather descriptive
representation on the deglaciation that global warming has started in the planet,
and most specifically, in the Andes.

What is sacred – what is vital
What is the sacred? There are many approaches from different
cultures. But, is the sacred much closer to what is vital?
Glaciers are the world’s great reserves of drinking water. They
are, in many cultures, present Gods, organizers of the water cycle
and promoters of ecosystem balance. In the world, glaciers
are disappearing due to climate change. In Cuzco, there is
an ancient ritual in which peasant communities go on a
pilgrimage to worship their “Apus”, their gods, high sacred
mountains. The sanctuary, to which offerings are brought,
is located at the foothill of the Ausangate snow-caped
mountain in the Vilcanota range, which has the name of
the “Lord of the Qoylluriti.”

Intervention aims at understanding the sense
of the sacred as something much closer to
a scientific reality or practice within the
culture, to address the environmental
climate crisis that endangers life, as
we know it; it shall lead us to seek
a sensitivity and survival skills
as a species.
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“Lo vital” is a procession performed in public space. In the traditional way, six
volunteers will carry and “anda” with a big piece of ice that will melt as the
procession moves. People are free to join the procession spontanously as a
manner of paying respects to the Apus. The procession will be accompanied
by a small band of musicians playing traditional music related to the
worship of Apus or propitiatory Andean festivals for a good year.

MIS EN SCÈNE

”“The rituals and celebrations of Qolluritti, in the Cusco region,
are those that have preserved Andean traditions the best. It is
likely that distance, isolation, the mountains’ altitude, the cold
weather and the snow made it easy to maintain the indigenous
beliefs …”
“The sanctuary is located at the bases of the snow-capped
nevados Sinakara, Qolque Punku, and Ausangate mountains of
the Vilcanota range, the romeros’ goal was worshiping the snowcapped Apus”
Pilgrimages and ritual processions in the Andes.
María Rostworowski, Journal de la Société des Américanistes.

When we realize that our own life is in danger, we are awed
by the idea of the only thing of value we have, what is
essential, the sacred. What is sacred? There are many
approaches from different cultures. But, is the sacred much
closer to the essential than a cultural construction? Does
the center of what is sacred resides in what is vital?
Glaciers, the world’s great drinking water reserves, have
maintained the water cycle balance in the ranges. For many
cultures, they are present gods, enablers of balance. In the
Andes, the desert coast and the valleys survive the winter
thanks to the water of the high glaciers.
I think that understanding the meaning of what is sacred as
something much closer to a scientific or practical rationality
within culture, which is a mixture of wisdoms and
understandings addressing the environmental climate crisis
that endangers life as we know it, shall lead us to aim for
awareness and skills to survive as a species.

The glaciers in the planet melt rapidly due to global warming.
With them the planet ’ s great drinking water reserves.
Territories would disappear due to the sea level rise, and
several species with them.
In Peru the National Climate Change Commission forecasts
that all glaciers under 5500 meters could be lost in the next 10
years. Furthermore, in the next 40 years, all could disappear.
Peru’s coast and highlands depend on these natural drinking
water reserves in the dry season. Desertification is impending.

This piece-action is an idea, which formally comes from an
Andean religious and Christian tradition, from worshiping
what is sacred, and it is also an almost descriptive
representation of what is happening with the glacier melting
due to CC in the planet and in the Andes.
This piece is part of the actions that the Futuro Caliente
movement is developing as an Art and Climate Change
platform.
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